
Mini Deep AI Car
Mini Deep AI Car Simple manual

OS requirement: iOS 14, Android 5.0

2022.5 Ver.1

 iOS  Andriod



Contains: 
AI Car X1 , Battery ChargerX1

Car description: 
1. Introduction to the structure:

1. Power switch
3. Lens board
6. Rear mounting bracket
7. Reset button

2. SD memory card slot
4. Battery charging hole
5. Front mounting bracket
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2.How to charge?  

Schematic diagram of charger: 
Plug the charger USB into the general 
power supply of the phone to use.
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* Warning:  
If the car is used until no power at all, At this time if fully charged, When you 
want to continue to use. Pressing the switch may not be responsive. This is a 
protection mechanism of the circuit board inside the car.

Please pull out the charging hole of the car body battery first 
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1.Insert the battery charging head into the charger hole to start  
charging  (Please turn off the power of the car first)
2.Red light on means charging,if charging is complete the red 
light will disappear



Solution
1.Please take off the car shell first
2.Insert the battery charging head into the left side hole 

3. Plug it in and leave it for 2~3 seconds, then pull it out and you can use it.
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3.How to connect the car to the mobile app:

1.turn on the car power switch   
2.Download ” Afidus Mini Deep Car “ APP

 iOS  Andriod
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* System Requirements
Andriod 5

iOS 14 
* Apple series also supports Ipad tablets

Google Play Store, APP Store Search: Afidus mini deep car



3.Turn on the Bluetooth device on your phone
Search Bluetooth ID: aircar-xxxxxx
(ps. Bluetooth ID Stickers on the bottom of the car)

Caution: 
* The Andriod operating system must be connected to the Internet.
( Inside the Bluetooth device)
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* Andriod OS should turn off mobile data, WIFI, hotspot sharing



5.Complete the link: you can start to control the car
(start, stop, turn)
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4.If the connection is successful, open the app and click on 
" connect via bluetooth"

Steering offset: When moving forward for 2 seconds, if you find the car 
will be left or right, you can adjust the running angle by decreasing or 
increasing.



4.Model Training: 
Trian Model:Aws DeppRacer
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If you want to use the Bluetooth connection again but cannot connect to 
the car, you can press the reset button

Press 1~2 seconds to reset, the bluetooth list will show the connection 
failure, then please press "Forget this device".Then you can find the 
corresponding car name again to connect successfully.
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Upload the model to the car
Make sure the PC and the car are on the same network segment
(same WIFI connection)

Open a web browser (Google or IE) 
Enter the car IP 
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Upload the model 
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Upload model
Enter user Name

Confirm and upload

5.Back to the app and choose moodels



Warning:
* This product is not waterproof, drop-proof design *
* This product contains a battery device, please do not place near the fire source *

Manufacturer:A-MTK Co.,Ltd
Address:5F-3,No 186, Jian 1st RD., Zhonehe Dist New Taipei city, Taiwan(R.O.C)
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6.Press ”driving” button the car will start running

www.aicar.afidus.com sales@afidus.com +886-2-8226-9855


